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Design Computers 
 
Where your design dreams become a reality. Use our design computers to start 

developing your ideas using Adobe Creative Cloud, Corel, and the Microsoft Office 

suite.  

 

When you arrive: 

Stop at the desk to sign in. We will sign you into one of the design computers. If you 

need help learning any of the software on these computers check out Lynda.com – a 

powerful online learning site available for free with your library card. 

Cost: 

FREE 

To Make an Appointment: 
Walkups are accepted but it is preferred that you make an appointment. Call us at 

330-643-9145 or email us at esdiv@akronlibrary.org.  

The following Adobe and Corel software is available on these computers: 

 

 
 

ADOBE ACROBAT DISTILLER: 

You can select settings used to convert documents to PDFs, security options, and font 
information. 

 

ADOBE ACROBAT PRO DC: 
Create, edit and sign PDF documents and forms. Packed with all the tools you loved in 
Acrobat XI.  

 
 

ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS:  
Cinematic visual effects and motion graphics. Comes with Adobe CreativeSync, so your 

assets are always at your fingertips right when you need them.  

 
 

ADOBE ANIMATE:  
Design interactive animations with cutting-edge drawing tools and publish them to 

multiple platforms and reach viewers on virtually any desktop or mobile device. 

 
 

ADOBE AUDTION:  
Mix, edit and create audio content with a comprehensive toolset, which includes 
multitrack, waveform and spectral display.  

 
 

ADOBE BRIDGE:  
Gives you centralized access to all the files and assets you need for your creative 
projects.  
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ADOBE DREAMWEAVER:  
See how you can quickly create responsive sites, preview them on actual mobile 

devices and even extract assets and styles from Adobe Photoshop comps directly into 
your projects.  

 

ADOBE EDGE ANIMATE:  
Let’s web designers create interactive HTML animations for web, digital publishing, rich 

media advertising and more, reaching both desktop and mobile browsers with ease. 

 

ADOBE FIREWORKS: 
Provides web designers with a lightweight, effective means of creating graphics for 

their web pages without getting deep into code or lost amid multiple color palettes.  

 

ADOBE FUSE:  
The new 3D modeling app lets you quickly create unique human characters for your 
Adobe Photoshop CC images, designs, prototypes and more. 

 

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR:  
The industry-standard vector graphics app lets you create logos, icons, sketches, 
typography and complex illustrations for print, web, interactive, video and mobile. 

 
 

ADOBE InCopy:  
Let’s copywriters and editors style text, track changes and make simple layout 

modifications to a document while designers work on the same document 

simultaneously in InDesign — all without overwriting each other’s contributions. 

 
 

ADOBE InDesign:  
The industry-leading page design and layout toolset lets you work across desktop and 

mobile devices to create, preflight and publish everything from printed books and 

brochures to digital magazines, iPad apps, eBooks and interactive online documents. 

 
 

ADOBE LIGHTROOM:  
Your photography goes where you go. Organize, edit, and share your photos from 
anywhere — on your computer, on the web, on your iPad and on your iPhone or 

Android devices. It's all your photography. All in one place. 

 
 

ADOBE MEDIA ENCODER:  
Deliver brilliant video content for web, broadcast and cinema with Media Encoder CC.  

 
 

ADOBE MUSE:  
Stay true to your creative roots and design incredible websites with ease – no need to 

think like a developer.  

 
 

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP:  

Work across desktop and mobile devices to create and enhance your photographs, 

website and mobile app designs, 3D artwork, videos and more. 

 
 

ADOBE PRELUDE:  
Rapidly tag and transcode video footage and quickly create a rough cut with Prelude 

— a video logging and ingest tool designed for intuitive, efficient media organization 

and metadata entry.  

 

ADOBE PREMIERE PRO:  
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 With the industry-leading video production toolset, you can work across desktop and 
devices to edit virtually any type of media in its native format and create professional 
productions with brilliant color for film, TV and web.  

 

ADOBE SPEEDGRADE: 
is a color grading application that delivers layer-based color correction and look design 

tools to ensure that digital video projects are visually consistent and aesthetically 

pleasing.  

 

COREL BITSTREAM FONT NAVIGATOR: 

Find fonts on local and network drives and add them to the Font Catalog so you can 

access all the available fonts on your system from one list.  

 

COREL CONNECT: 

is a full-screen browser that synchronizes with both CorelDRAW and Corel PHOTO-
PAINT.  

 

COREL PHOTO-PAINT: 
Professional photo retouching and enhancement. Powerful RAW image editing. 
Advanced Bitmap creation and digital painting. Streamlined web exporting.  

 

CORELDRAW: 

Design your way. Whether you dabble in design or have extensive expertise, you can 

express your unique creativity by using the intuitive graphics software, illustration, 
tracing, page layout, web graphics and photo-editing features 

 

COREL DUPLEXING WIZARD: 

is a double-sided printing option that allows you to configure your printer so that 
you're able to print something, with the proper orientation, on both sides of a sheet of 

paper. 
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